
REMOTE HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS



Problem
Objective
Comparision
Prediction AI
Video Conference with doctor
AI Doctor Chatbot
Education



Patchy Connectivity: Limited or unreliable internet
access in rural areas.
No Doctor Available: A scarcity of medical
professionals accessible to rural patients.
No Healthcare Facilities: Lack of local healthcare
infrastructure or clinics.
No Awareness + Basic Knowledge: Limited health
awareness and basic medical knowledge among
rural populations.
Instant Healthcare Features



Online doc consultations
Online video and phone consultations
Early detections of diseases using Machine Learning
AI chat bot for  easy interactions, guiding  and support
Regional language support for arabic



Takes longer
wait time
Not easily
accessible
Complicated
procedure
Hidden terms
and conditions

Fast consultations
Uses AI for
predictions 

Better consultations
as it learns from
huge amount of
resource data

Deliver the promise 
Easy user

interactions
Systematic

approach for better
health
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 Provides
personalized care

plans for users

Enables proactive
healthcare

management 

Analyzes patterns
and factors

contributing to
disease onset.

Utilizes Machine
Learning for early

detection and
prediction of

diseases.



DISEASE ANALYSIS

WE CURRENTLY HAVE

TRAINED MODELS FOR

THE FOLLOWING

DISEASES AND WE

CAN EXPAND THIS TO

SUPPORT AND

PRDEICT MULTIPLE

DISEASE



DISEASE RESULTS



A chatbot that provides 24/7 health-related information and
advice.
Powered by advanced AI for accurate and swift responses.

Enhances decision-making and access to health information.







Seamlessly transitions to voice calls in areas with poor
network connectivity.

Connects rural patients with doctors via video calls.







Features
educational videos

on a variety of
healthcare topics.

Offers practical
demonstrations and
expert-led content.

Aims to increase
health awareness

and proactive
management
among users.
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Supports
communication in
local languages.

 Includes details
about health status

and future
appointments.

Ensures continuous
communication

between healthcare
providers and

patients.

Offers health
updates and

diagnostic
information via SMS

and WhatsApp.

*Future implementations
Due to time constrains




